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Lesson 8  

 
Lesson 8: Student Centered COMPETE Mode (40 minutes: Introduce famous 
structure worksheet, competition & building famous structures, Share, Closure and 
Assessment ) 
  
Lesson Objectives:   

1. Students will construct a building to withstand an earthquake.  
2. Students will participate in COMPETE mode on the NoRILLA with a 
partner.   
3. Students will display perseverance while completing a task. 

                        4. Students will think interdependently (flexible) by working 
                              together to complete a task. 
                         5. Students will manage their impulsivity. 
                         6. Students will use precise and clear communication skills. 
                      
                     *** Briefly introduce and discuss these objectives setting purpose for the 
lesson. 
                           Students will be expected to implement these objectives during the 
lesson. 
 
 
Materials Needed:  Famous structures worksheet, NoRILLA, building materials such as 
snap cubes, Legos, cardboard, Keva Planks, Lincoln Logs, Magnatiles, Bristle Blocks, 
Monkey blocks, Kinetic Sand, books to place structures on.  
 
 
Famous Buildings in the World - Famous Structures of the World 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQ11x9_S87I 
  
●     Introduce:  Teacher will instruct groups to complete the COMPETE mode on the 
NoRILLA.   Teacher will instruct groups to build famous structures.   
 
1. Show the video listed above about famous buildings to introduce the lesson. 
 
2. Let students know they will build a famous structure. Introduce famous structures 
worksheet.   Teacher should have materials available for students to come and take back 
to an area for constructing.   
 
2. Let students know they will be using COMPETE mode on the NoRILLA with a partner.   
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●     Guide Investigation:   
 1. Pose the question to your civil engineers “how do you think engineers of a structure 
plan for their structure to withstand an earthquake?”  
 2. Discuss how they will build a famous structure. Students will use the Famous 
Structures worksheet as a guide for their building and then construct using given 
materials. They will first predict if their tower will fall or not when shaken on a book. Once 
the structure is created allow students to place structure on a book and gently shake their 
book to simulate an earthquake. They will record on the worksheet if their tower stayed up 
or not. 
3. Allow time to discuss what happened to their structure, go back to the worksheet and 
iterate. 
4. While students are working through their construction, teacher will choose partners 
(either 2 or 4 kids at a time) to work through the COMPETE mode in NoRILLA. Students 
will compete with each other by building any structure they want and observing whose 
tower stays up longer with interactive feedback from the system. If four kids are interacting 
at the same time, they will get into two groups that build together and compete against the 
other group. Once completed these students return to the Famous Structures challenge 
and two new students rotate to the NoRILLA station. 
 

 
 
5. Continue rotating through Famous Structures challenge and NoRILLA.  
 
  
●     Share Results:  1. Repeat the above question. Have students share their ideas 
                with a partner. Discuss what they have learned as a whole group. 
                  
●     Closure:   1.Share what students found to be interesting, intriguing, even challenging 
about this lesson. Recap/discuss today's lesson. Let your civil engineers know that next 
time they will begin brainstorming and designing their own structures to withstand an 
earthquake.                     
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  2. Thumbs up/down: Gather students whole group, ask the questions below, have 
students show a thumbs up if they feel they met that standard today, thumbs down if they 
did not. Note those that give you thumbs down and have a brief discussion on that 
standard/question. 
                                                                           OR 
                                 Smile/frown face: Draw a smile and a frown on the whiteboard, 
                              students point to either one as you ask the questions below. 
  
                                                           Showed perseverance today 
                                                            Worked well with others 
                                                            Managed impulsivity 
                                                            Spoke clearly and precise like a civil engineer 
  
●   Assessments: Observation/Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


